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QUESTION 1

What writing type is exemplified in the passage? 

When faced with a difficult academic task, many students turn to tutors for assistance. Tutors range widely in specialty
and cost, including tutors who focus exclusively on reading, and others who work in broad categories such as general
math. Tutors may be found in variety of ways, including checking with your local school and seeking out prospective
tutors online. When searching for a tutor, however, recognize that different specialties may incur additional fees or
charges. When selecting a tutor, consider establishing a trial period to ensure personality types mesh well and services
deliver what they promise. 

A. narrative 

B. cause/effect 

C. compare/contrast 

D. expository 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The __________ of modernist architecture __________ the natural human desire to celebrate the decorate, to take
delight in ornament. 

A. elaborateness; neglects 

B. austerity; recognize 

C. embellishment; undermines 

D. severity; opposes 

E. uniformity; reflects 

Correct Answer: D 

The information that the second part of the sentence imparts is that there exists a natural human desire to celebrate and
decorate, and to take delight in ornament. If modern architecture is "elaborate", it would be fulfilling, and not neglecting,
this desire. So, "elaborateness; neglects" is wrong. If modern architecture is "austere", it would be neglecting this natural
desire, and not recognizing it. So, "austerity; recognize" is wrong. If modern architecture is "embellishes", it would again
be fulfilling by this natural desire, and not be undermining it. So, "embellishment; undermines" is also wrong. If modern
architecture is "severe" (meaning austere), it would be opposing this natural desire. So, "severity; opposes" leads to a
logical sentence, and is the correct answer. Since there can be no uniformity about decoration or ornamentation,
"uniformity; reflects" does not result in a logical sentence. 

 

QUESTION 3

Harrying the foe with artillery fire and ___________ them with fire ships, the English forced the Spanish to ___________
their invasion attempt. 
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A. dispersing; abandon 

B. ramming; confirm 

C. restricting; rebuff 

D. helping; reconsider 

E. reinforcing; ignore 

Correct Answer: A 

The sentence obviously describes a war between the British and the Spanish, which was started by an attempt of the
Spanish to invade Britain. If, in that attempt, the Spanish were harried (meaning harassed) by the British with artillery
fire, what would be Spanish have been forced to do with their invasion attempt? "Abandon" is the best among the given
choices for the second missing word. Its pair-word "dispersing" is also equally appropriate for the first missing blank. So,
"dispersing; abandon" is the answer. 

 

QUESTION 4

As the best-informed and most dispassionate of the panel members, Dr. Camila Torrez was the most ?of those offering
views on fission technology. 

A. unsuspecting 

B. preposterous 

C. persuasive 

D. confusing 

E. temperamental 

Correct Answer: C 

The use of conjunction "as" (meaning because), shows that the second part of the sentence must logically follow from
the first part. The missing word must therefore describe a person who is best-informed and most dispassionate. Among
the choices, it is only the word "persuasive" that can describe such a person. So, the answer is "persuasive". 

 

QUESTION 5

With these __________ sites as evidence, it would be __________ to draw definite conclusions as to the places
typically selected as settlements by the people of the Neolithic age. 

A. imperfect; feasible 

B. few; unsound 

C. complete; ridiculous 

D. abundant; presumptuous 

E. scatters; prudent 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

The production\\'s slight romantic appeal depends on its two stars, who are __________ to watch even when they are
delivering __________ speeches. 

A. overbearing; innocent 

B. farcical; complex 

C. attractive; creative 

D. impossible; dull 

E. pleasant; empty 

Correct Answer: E 

The use of the conjunction "even when" implies a contrast within the sentence. So, the two missing words must mean
the opposites of each other. If the drama\\'s appeal depends on its two stars, it means that they are either "attractive" to
watch or "pleasant" to watch. But the pair "attractive; creative" does not justify the use of the phrase "even when." So,
"pleasant; empty" is the answer. 

 

QUESTION 7

People, being prisoners of __________, have made failing a basic metaphor for failure, from the fall of the stock market
to the fall of government. 

A. politics 

B. gravity 

C. greed 

D. turbulence 

E. emotion 

Correct Answer: B 

The author says that the use of the word "fall", as a metaphor to represent "failure", arises out of the people being
prisoners of something. Among the given choices, it is "gravity" that is the best choice, because it is gravity that brings
every physical object from a higher (success) to a lower (failure) level. So, "gravity" is the answer. 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the topic of the passage? 

"The $100 Bill" Samantha pedaled quickly, glancing down at her watch as often as her balance would allow. The
clock\\'s face read 10:57, sending a spike of panic shooting up her spine. She bent further over her bike, willing her legs
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to go faster. She screeched to a stop in front of a large restaurant bearing a bright blue, neon sign, her ears ringing,
sweat breaking out on her skin. She hurriedly locked her bike to the lone pole positioned in front of the building, before
pushing her way through the heavy glass front doors. "You\\'re late." Samantha stopped short, turning to face her boss.
She was greeted with a stern face, her boss\\' lips a thin line. She shook her head in apology. "I\\'m sorry, Paul. My
bike\\'s tires were flat, and I forgot my I.D. badge, so I had to turn back ?"Paul held up his hand, cutting her off. "Just
don\\'t let it happen again." Samantha threw her hair into a ponytail, hoping her shift would prove more successful as the
day wore on. She nearly ran to her first table of the day, plastered a smile on her face, and greeted her first customers
of the day. She responded to their questions politely, though her mind was still occupied by Paul\\'s disappointed
expression as she ran in the door. Despite her initial mistakes, Samantha worked hard to remain chipper and upbeat,
answering her customers\\' questions to the best of her ability, forcing herself to smile when her eyes began to glaze
over with tears. As her first customers left, she caught the eye of the elderly gentleman with the group. He winked, and
walked through the doors. Confused, Samantha began to gather the dishes from the table and there, staring up at her,
was a crisp $100 bill. She let a tear roll down her cheek. Her day had just gotten better. 

A. the presence of generosity in society 

B. Samantha\\'s workday failures and successes 

C. the relationship between Paul and Samantha 

D. the difficulties of using a bike as one\\'s sole source of transportation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Based on the email, what is the relationship between Andrew and Sarah? 

Andrew, This year, Mom and Dad will be traveling to Hawaii for Christmas. Dylan and I hoped we could still get together
at the house for the sake of maintaining tradition for our kids. If you and Susan don\\'t mind, we\\'d like to arrive two days
before Christmas, as always, and uphold our typical schedules. Because Mom and Dad won\\'t be here, we\\'ll need
help making Christmas dinner and desserts, and will also need help decorating the house for Christmas. Could you
bring lights and ornaments? We will be providing the tree. Finally, we need help transporting all of our presents and
decorations this year. Would you mind storing some of our decorations in your car for the drive to Mom and Dad\\'s? Let
me know! -Sarah 

A. brother and sister 

B. father and daughter 

C. best friends 

D. husband and wife 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

"As a young child, I followed the same routine every Saturday morning. First, I would awaken early, before anyone else
in my family had gotten up. I wanted to make sure I had the living room all to myself as I ate my cereal and watched
cartoons. After my favorite shows were over, I would read the cartoons in Saturday\\'s local paper, making sure to cut
out my favorite ones and tack them to my bulletin board. Next, I would get dressed for the day and head outside. My
neighborhood friends and I would grab our bikes and spend the afternoon exploring the park near our houses. By the
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time we got tired of riding our bikes, it would be time for my family to go out to dinner together. We always went out for a
nice meal on Saturday evenings. Finally, after dinner, my whole family would watch a movie together, while eating
popcorn and ice cream. Saturdays were always my favorite day of the week!" 

Which key word does the author use to signify the last action of the day? 

A. lastly 

B. finally 

C. next 

D. by the time 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Though there were much __________ among critics over whether or not the play portrayed the "real" Paul Robeson,
James Earl Jones\\'s performance was __________ deemed outstanding by audiences and critics. 

A. commentary; silently 

B. controversy; unanimously 

C. harassment; evasively 

D. disappointment; instructively E. discussion; privately 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Eric maintained the poet, perhaps the most __________ of the Romantic and thus most likely to be ruled by emotion,
nevertheless may have possessed a greater capacity for ___________ than his famous contemporaries. 

A. severe; feeling 

B. exuberant; enjoyment 

C. passionate; discipline 

D. delicate; exaggeration 

E. ruminative; observation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Which cooking process is not required to make this formula? 
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Read the set of directions below to answer the questions. 

This formula is for people with deficiencies and anemic conditions. It aids in the body absorption of vital 

minerals such as iron, calcium, zinc, potassium, and sulfur. Take the following ingredients: Parsley root, 

Comfrey root, Yellow dock, Watercress, Nettles, Kelp Irish moss. Simmer slowly equal parts of these herbs 

with four ounces to a half-quart of water. Continue to simmer slowly until the volume of liquid is reduced by 

half. 

Strain, reserve the liquid, and cover the herbs with water once more. Then simmer again for 10 minutes. 

Strain and combine the two liquids. 

Cook the liquid down until the volume is reduced by half. Add an equal amount of blackstrap molasses. 

Take one tablespoon four to five times daily, not exceeding four tablespoons in a 24-hour period. 

A. whisking 

B. filtering 

C. mixing 

D. evaporating 

Correct Answer: A 

All methods are used in the cooking process except for whisking. 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the author\\'s main purpose for writing this letter? 

"Dear Applicant, Thank you for submitting your application to New Adventures Recruiting. We are a nationally
recognized recruiting agency that assists English-speakers in securing ESL teaching positions in South Korea. We
successfully place thousands of teachers in schools all over Korea each year. We are in the process of reviewing your
application and we will contact you within 14 business days if you have successfully moved on to the interview stage of
the process. Please do not contact us during this review period. In the meantime, we always encourage applicants to
study the included map of South Korea in order to be prepared for the potential interview. We ask every interviewee to
state their top two choices for placement during the interview. Placements are made on a first-come, first-serve basis.
However, please be aware that cities north of Andong are in high demand. You will have a better chance of securing
your top choice by selecting a location outside of this area. Once again, thank you for your application and we look
forward to reviewing your qualifications. 
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Sincerely, 

New Adventures Recruiting" 

A. to inform the applicant that cities in the northern regions of South Korea are in high demand and therefore very
competitive 

B. to inform the applicant that he or she will be receiving an interview within the next 14 days and should prepare
accordingly 

C. to give the applicant an estimated wait time for their application review 

D. to give the applicant further instructions on the hiring process after he or she has submitted an application 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

Passage 1 "It is obvious that the legal driving age in the United States needs to be adjusted. Although the driving age
has been sixteen for many years, studies show that kids of such a young age are not yet capable of understanding the
deep responsibility that comes with operating a motor vehicle. Sixteen-year-olds, while old enough to see R-rated
movies, are still children in many ways. Psychologists agree that people of this age do not have the cognitive awareness
to make major life decisions, yet operating a vehicle on the road forces them to do just that. If the driving age were to be
raised to eighteen, there would be far fewer accidents and casualties on the American roadways. People must
understand that sixteen-year-old drivers are a danger to themselves and others when allowed to drive unsupervised." 

Passage 2 "The legal driving age in the United States has remained the same for many years for one primary reason: it
is fair and reasonable. While young, sixteen-year-olds are certainly old enough to undertake the responsibility of driving
alone. Because these teenagers are made to practice for a year with a learner\\'s permit and then to pass a test proving
their skills, there is no reason to suggest that they cannot handle a motor vehicle effectively. Those that assume that
sixteen is too young to drive often forget to consider the large number of responsibilities teenagers already handle on a
day-to-day basis in today\\'s world. Things like homework, after-school activities, family responsibilities, and social
events all must be carefully maintained in order to make life work. If a sixteen-year-old can handle these daily
responsibilities, they can certainly handle driving a car. The legal driving age is fair and should not be negotiated, now or
ever." 

The author of the first passage would most likely agree with which of these stereotypical statements? 

A. Teenagers are skilled at social and academic planning. 

B. Teenagers don\\'t care about the safety of other drivers. 

C. Teenagers don\\'t practice driving enough before getting a license. 

D. Teenagers often handle their personal responsibilities poorly. 

Correct Answer: D 
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